Subject Property: R0117700, 58170 JUPITER PL
Owner:
POWELL, WENDY & ROY (JT)
PO BOX 770189
STEAMBOAT SPRINGS, CO 80477
Hello Sir and Madam,
Due to HB21-1061 to our primary residence property and adjoining lot we submit this appeal of
VACANT classification from RESIDENTIAL in the Notice of Determination (attached).
We have a long, narrow, curved and steep driveway serving our home a 58180 Jupiter Place (Lot
83, F2 Stbt Lake Sub). The single most critical safety feature of the driveway is the turnaround
feature that extends in excess of 13 feet into (Lot 82, F2. Stbt Lake Sub) It is not possible to turn
a vehicle around in the space within Lot 83 given the location of the home’s distance to the
property line. There is not enough room and the space in Lot 82 has always been utilized. This
allowance is vital and extremely necessary (ESSENTIAL) in the winter to avoid having to back
down the driveway in reverse in icy and snow covered conditions, as well as snow removal
requirements. Navigating the driveway in this manor is dangerous due to the control of the
vehicle being less stable when driven in reverse on a steep grade with a “dog-leg” turn at the
bottom. Therefore we do not allow ourselves or visitors to our home to back down the driveway
and risk getting stuck and creating an impassable situation. This is a health and safety issue and
ESSENTIAL.
This feature was part of our home when we did not own Lot 82. When the opportunity became
available to purchase Lot 82, we did so and were able to legally use it. This is a great relief
because without ist use there would not be enough room to safely and functionally utilize the
driveway. It is a critical and absolute necessity (ESSENTIAL) to safe function of our home.
Thank you,
Roy Powell
Wendy Powell
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